YOUR PREMIER SUPPLIER OF PUMPS, PARTS, SERVICE, TRAINING AND FABRICATED SYSTEMS

R.F. MacDonald Co. sells, services and repairs the best centrifugal and positive displacement pumps with a wide range of features. We also offer service and maintenance plans. Our factory trained and certified technicians are available for field services and specialized in-house services to keep your equipment in top operating condition and at peak efficiency. Check out our full line of products for Nevada.

Gorman-Rupp
Gorman-Rupp has been manufacturing pumps and pumping systems since 1933. With worldwide service centers, knowledgeable engineers and a selection of nearly 3,000 pumps Key Features & Applications: Self-Priming Centrifugal, Standard Centrifugal, Submersible, Rotary Gear and Diaphragm Pumps Constructed of Cast Iron, Bronze, 316 Stainless Steel, CD4MCu and G-R Hard Iron are available to handle Corrosive and Abrasive Fluids.

Grundfos
Grundfos is one of the world's largest manufacturers of pumps featuring unique stainless steel construction and the latest in electronics. Grundfos pumps are recognized for reliability and value throughout the world.

PACO
PACO Pumps are one of the world's finest and most complete lines of centrifugal pumps and pumping systems. Key Features & Applications: Commercial, Industrial, HVAC, Stainless Steel Components, Sump and Well, In-Line, Circulators, Dosing, End Suction, Effluent and Sump, Special Service and Horizontal Split Case

Fybroc
Fybroc is the world leader in the design and manufacturing of non-metallic, fiberglass reinforced pumps. Available in several pump designs, they provide excellent corrosion resistance for harsh chemical and environmental applications.

Boerger
The simple and ingenious principle of a self-priming, valveless positive displacement pump has found its market in all industries.

Goulds Water Technology
Goulds Water Technology manufactures centrifugal and turbine pumps, controllers and variable frequency drives for agricultural, building trades, commercial and light industrial water and wastewater applications. Key Features & Applications: Biopharmaceutical, Chemical, Mining, Oil and Gas, Power, Pulp and Paper, Centrifugal and Turbine Pumps, Controllers and Variable Frequency Drives

ITT Pumps
ITT Pumps - Xylem
ITT Pumps are positively driven, mechanical seals, submersible, and non-submersible pumps. The full line of pumps enjoys a worldwide reputation for dependability, efficiency and reliability.

Warren Rupp Sandpiper
Key Features & Applications: Metallic, Non-Metallic, Ball and Flap, Heavy and Standard Duty, High Pressure, Solids Handling, High Lift, Process and Sanitary Applications and ATEX Certified

Northern Pumps
Key Features & Applications: Positive Displacement Rotary Gear Pumps, Crude Oil Sumps, High Pressure Capacities, Pipeline, Sanitary, Food and Beverage

Wanner Engineering
Key Features & Applications: Sealless Positive Displacement, Seallow High-Pressure Diaphragm and Non Metallic Centrifugal Pumps to Handle Abrasive, Aggressive, Corrosive and High Viscous Fluids

Cat Pumps
Key Features & Applications: High Pressure Reciprocating, Positive Displacement, Triplex Pumps, Capacities to 320GPM, Pressures to 7,000PSI and Packaged Systems

Bowie Industries
Key Features & Applications: Rubber Lined Rotary Gear Pumps, Abrasive Handling and Corrosion Resistant

John Crane
Key Features & Applications: Wide Variety of Seals Including Bellows, Cartridge, Non-Contacting, Pusher and Split Seals

Shippensburg Pump Company
Key Features & Applications: Centrifugal, Turbine, Single and Multi Stage, Bronze Fitted, Ideal for Boiler Feed and Condensate Units

Wanner Engineering
Key Features & Applications: Sealless Positive Displacement, Seallow High-Pressure Diaphragm and Non Metallic Centrifugal Pumps to Handle Abrasive, Aggressive, Corrosive and High Viscous Fluids

Price Pump
Key Features & Applications: Stainless Steel, Cast Iron, Bronze Fitted Centrifugal Pumps, Booster Stations, Multi-Stage, Horizontal and Vertical

Vertifo Pump Company
Key Features & Applications: Horizontal and Self-Priming Centrifugal Pumps, Vertical Sump, Cantilever, End Suction Pumps, In-Cast Iron, Stainless Steel and Special Alloys

WILC

ACCESSORIES
Gear Reducers, Machine Monitoring, Motors, Pulsation Dampeners, Variable Speed Drives and Valves

DiscoFlo
Key Features & Applications: Horizontal, Gas Lined, Sanitary Pumps for the Chemical Processing, Food Processing and Municipal Water Industries

Flex-A-Seal
Key Features & Applications: High Pressure and Temperature, Boilerfeed/Condensate, Heat Transfer Fluids, Pulp and Paper, Marine, Mining and Wastewater Applications